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SUCCESSFUL FARMERS
Use
Freeman's
High Grade
Bone
Fertilizers.

They produ°e large rope
of Wheat of superior qual-

ity. Try our Fertilizer for
Fall Wheat, which is espe-

cially manufactured for that
clas of Crop. Ternis easy,

nricesa low Read belown

"Having used your Sure Growth Fertilizer for the pott threc sesons, it le
with pleasure I recommend ite use to others. I commenced with one ton th. fint
reason, and two year ago purchased from you two tons, sud lat seauon two and
one-half tons. Always used it on fall wheat at the rate of about 200 1l4. per acre,

and am fully convinced I bad at least one-third larger yield sud fluer sample than where no fertiliser was used.
Thankiwg yau for your prompt delivery, I remain, (Signed), RICHARD SELDON, Tp. Clerk, North Oxford.

Pushing Agents wanted in unoccupied Territory. Send for Catalogue.

The We A. FREEMAN Co. (Ltd.) Hamilton, Ont.

Cact us y OUl$J ?
DevoQed to the culture Of Cataceous Plants

Instructive Articles by experienced cultivators.

SUBSCRIPTION 50 CTS. A YEAR.
Sample copy for stamp.

Address 1200 Edmondson Ave., Baltimore, Md. U.S.

Sales were never better.
Good Stock, and low prices
teti. Send to-day for free idi-
ustrated Priced Catalogue it is
our A gent. special ollers by
mail. Apple, Pear, Plama,
Cherry and Ormahuental
trees. Roses, Grape viiaes.
SmaIl fraits plants are well
assorted.

Order quick. A. G. BULL & SON, central
tmery, t.Catharaes Ont.

TRADE MARKS,
DESIGN PATENTS,
COPYRlOHTa, et.

Par in matIo d owrite te
MVIN & CO-. 361 Blcs uwar, Nuw Yoanz.

Oldeat bureau for seeurrngr patente in Maznr'ea
Oy patent tateu ont by us te braught before
the public by a notice given free ot charge lu the

,la circulation at any seltiflo paer In tue
Wol.Splendldly lllua td. No Intelent

Enan should be wlthou ek .

Rc b. 32 BroadwayeEYorNk it
Feb. 12t

Fruit Farms for Sale.
Special rates allowed for ads. under this head. We

have lettere inquiringfor Fruit Farma in Ontario,
and this owform * convenient means of commu.
nication betwveen buyer and seller,

GRAIN AND STOCK PARMS Alto

XALMS]E9 FOR SALE
APPLY TO W. W, KIDD, GRIMSBY, ONT

FRUIT FARI FOR SALE.
At Clarkson, 16 Mlles west of Toronto, 80 es,

eandy soil, gcod house and out-buildings, 2 wells, 425
sDple trou, 500 grape vines, 10 cherry trees, 480 plum
trees, 500 pear trees, 14 acres raepberries, ail in ood
bearing condition. Churches and Schoole convement,
Possesion Immediately, apply to

t.. G. DAVIS,
Freeman P.O., Ont.

FOR SALE CHEAP.
2½ acres all in Fruit, new Brick House,

large Hennery and Out-Buildings, 500 feet
outside Corporation of Orillia, axes Low.
Leaving the Country, will sell at a Bargain.

P.O. Box 13, ORILLIA, Ont.

Fruit Farn for Sae.
Near Winona, under mountaln, best fruit grow;ng

district. 113 acres. Over 16,000 plum, cherry and
pear trees, 6000 vines etc. Large frane house and two
tenement boumes, stone stables bayn etc. Station of
the R. G. & B. Electrie RaIlway at corner of farm.

ALLAN BReOS.
" Tas Pixea." -- Wlanona.

NOTE.-When Writing te Advertisers always Mention this Journal.
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MARECHAL NIEL ROSE.

F all the yellow roses, the Marechal Niel, which is shown in
our frontispiece, is the most beautiful. Globular in form,
very large and very full, it is blessed with numerous charms,
of which not the least is its rich fragrance. This latter
charm it owes no doubt to its musk blood, crossed with the
fragrant Teas.

The Noisette class to which it belongs is otherwise
known as Rosa Moschata hybrida, or Hybrid Musk rose,
because grown from seed of the White Musk fertilized by
the Blush China, a Bengal rose, by a florist in South Caro-

lina. Philippe Noisette, another florist, raised a seedling of this class and sent
it to his brother in France, and called the class after his own name. There,
later on, in the year 1864, the Marechal Niel was produced by Paradel, and
thus it was given a French name.

We cannot recommend this beautiful climbing rose to amateurs because it

is delicate, and can only be grown under glass, and that with careful treatment.
The inexperienced will do better with Solfaterre ; or, if a climber is not needed,

with Perle des Jardins, which is easily grown and a free bloomer.

The Eldorado blackberry, according to the Ohio Experiment Station, has
withstood 12' below zero, is equally productive as the Snyder or Ancient Briton,
and the berries superior to those varieties. The quality is good.
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GOOSEBERRIES FOR PROFIT.

NY of your readers at ail acquainted with our local fruit
markets will not deny that the supply of gooseberries is by
no means equal to the demand; and that for those who
can command a suitable soil and location, a sure and
liberal profit can be realized, at a very moderate outlay of
money, time and labor, by their cultivation.

The soil best suited to gooseberry growing has been
found to be thoroughly drained, rich, and deeply worked
clay loam. These qualities of soil are imperative, as the

plant is very impatient, either of excessive dryness or heat. This is the only
cause why success with it is at ail uncertain. Therefore, with a moderate
protection from dryness and heat, the success of gooseberry culture may be
looked upon as assured.

To secure these conditions, location must be skillfully used. The plants
should be two years old, strong and well rooted, and, if carefully planted, their
after growth will be rapid. The ground should be well prepared and marked off
in lines four feet apart each way. Thus planting at the intersection of each line
makes 2,275 plants to the acre, and will give satisfaction to the workers and
pickers, and form a fine plantation after the first year's growth. The ground
must be stirred by means of a one horse cultivator, between the rows both ways,
and not a weed allowed to be seen. Thus treated, the young bushes make
extraordinary growth of wood and the set of fruit buds will be astonishing,
repaying ail the care bestowed on them. Of course in gooseberry growing, as
in every other kind of fruit culture, if one would wish to reap the highest
results, increasing vigilance and constant application must be certainly and freely
given.

The annual pruning consists of shortening the summer's growth to a mode-
rate extent, and thinning out the crowded shoots. This operation is best done
(though very often neglected) in the early sunmer, as the growth of wood and
fruit buds, on that which is left, will be so much better and more encouraging
to the grower. After the wood lias borne fruit for three or four years, and
becomes somewhat old and feeble, cut it entirely out, and encourage young
growth in its place. This renewing is very important to ahl pruning for fruitful-
ness. I have known a gooseberry plantation to remain profitable for twenty
years and over, by proper attention to pruning and cultivation, but at the same
tirne I am no advocate for this kind of thing ; as I believe the best results come
from young and vigorous plants, as in other fruits, and would advise changing
the plantation after ten years' service, as young plants are produced so cheaply
that there is no economy in running a plantation after its prime is passed.

The ordinary enemies of the gooseberry are insects, mildews and blights.
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The most common insects are the caterpillar of the gooseberry saw-fly (Nemalus
'/Oricosus) and what is commonly known as the gooseberry worm (Tempel/a gros-

su/aria). The first of these insects is hatched early in May, and so numerous
do they become that they will completely defoliate an entire plantation, unless
given an application of white hellebore, which will effectually stop -their ravages
and save the crop. This insect is not nearly so abundant or destrfqcyQ.4as
formerly. The gooseberry worm mentioned was also a threatening scoiiti but
its numbers are less and it may disappear from our gooseberry bushes. his
insect settles on the gooseberry and devours its contents, the9 immediately joins
itself to another berry, enters and devours it also, and sO continues. No
remedy is known for this insect aside from hand picking.

Occasionally plantations are attacked with a form of mildew, destroying the
fruit and rendering the bushes worthless. In My opinion, the cause of these
diseases is atmospheric, and the remedy is, to forbear planting varieties that are
subject to such parasitic growths. Happily several varieties have been intro-
duced within the past few years that are seldom, if ever, attacked by this mil-
dew.

In conclusion, I may state that our standard varieties of gooseberries are
limited to three or four, as a variety must be at once hardy to stand our climate,
free from mildew, a good grower, and an abundant bearer, with fruit of first-class
quality ; these points are fully developed in Industry, Smith's Improved, Down-
ing and Houghton's Seedling.-Ohio Farmer.

Shelling or Rattling-Disease of Grapes.-The dropping of grapes
from the bunches before they are ripe is becoming a serious trouble. The
apparently possible causes for this shelling of the grapes include injuries caused
by parasites, as insects, fungi and leaf blight ; or such an improper condition of
the vine as is shown by the shriveling of the stems before the grapes are ripe,
by premature ripening of the fruit and the wood, by overbearing and overgrowth
of wood and leaves; or by such soil conditions as too rich land, wrong kind of
soil, too much cultivation, excessive drouth, especially when followed by
excessive rains, a weak root system, lack of phosphoric acid and potash and
other elements, and the need of barnyard manure ; or by such atmospheric
conditions as excessive heat or unfavorable winds. The disease has been
studied by E. G. Lodeman,-of Cornell University, who finds that neither insects
nor fungi are the cause of the trouble, but that potash seems to be the food
required by the grapevine in the majority of cases where the berries shell, and
that this element may be needed in all cases. The continuous cropping to
which most of the shelling land was submitted before the vineyards were planted
is considered the principal reason for the lack of potash. Many of the possible
causes mentioned will aggravate the trouble. -American Agriculturist.
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PRUNING GOOSEBERRIES AND CURRANTS.

Gooseberries.

ONFINE pruning chiefly to thinning out main branches
and cutting out weak and exhausted parts, regulating the
current year's young wood as evenly as possible over the
trees at such distances apart that the hand may be passed
down among them without being scratched. Allow no
shoots to remain to grow inwards or in reversed positions
whereby they tend to crowd the centres, which ought to

remamn imoderately open. Keep the shoots clear of the ground by cutting away

the lowest growths. The pendulous-growing varieties require special attention

in this respect, and when pruned ought to be cut to upward pointing buds.

Prune erect growers to outward buds, and those of spreading growth to inside

buds, which will modify to some extent their natural habit, producing more

shapely and serviceable bushes. In thinning out, either cut the shoots dispensed

with entirely out close to the old wood, or leave them to the extent of an inch,

when they will form spurs at the base. A dusting of lime when the bushes are

damp is good for the trees, destructive of insects, and a preventive of birds taking
the buds. If manure is needed draw the earth from below the branches till the

roots are visible, then spread a layer of decayed manure on them, covering with

a sprinkling of fresh soil. The remainder of the soil outside the radius of the

roots may be manured and forked over, or the latter alone will do where the

ground is rich and the trees productive.
Red and White Currants.-As the disposal of a proper number of branches

-usually five to seven in ordinary sized bushes-is effected early in the exis-

tence of the bushes the pruning is a very simple matter. It consists in pruning

back to within an inch of the main stems all the side growths produced during

the summer, shortening the extension growths in the same way with full-sized

bushes, but in those required to extend, leave a length of not more than nine

inches. With weakly trees six inches is enough. The object of shortening the

branches to these distances is to cause proper breaks or side shoots, and to

strengthen the stems so that they can bear the large crops of fruit which are

annually produced from the clusters of basal buds congregated on the spurs.

Give the trees a good dressing of manure over the roots, and sprinkle the

branches with fine lime, which serves to cleanse them of moss, and otherwise
benefits them, as well as preserving the buds from birds, which, however, are
not so destructive with currants as gooseberries.

Black Currants.-These bear differently, and, in pruning, abundance of

young wood must be left, confining the pruning to thinning out the oldest

branches, and a large proportion of the latest bearing shoots. Strong sucker-
like growths from the base may be freely encouraged, or vigorous growths from
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any part, but preferably originating in the lower parts of the bushes, can be
utilized, avoiding crowding. All the wood removed should be cut out cleanly,
none being left to form spurs, as in red and white currants, though short stubby
spurs which form naturally and have received light and air freely, must be
retained. Shortening the leading shoots need only be adopted to regulate the
size and symmetry of the bushes, but this is best effected by cutting out the
longest branches from time to time.-Tonic.

NOTES ON THE LATE FROSTS.

HEN you ask me to write you a few notes on roses and their
behavior this season, it is clear to me that you have no proper
conception of what we have passed through in this up-country
since the winter left us. I might say that roses with us have had
no chance to behave this season. They are like the youngster at
school who said every time he tried to do his best, he got his

head snubbed off. On the tenth of May my roses were trying to

do their best, and I never had such a promise for a magnificent blooming sea-

son. One week after there was not a leaf of living foliage on them, and so great

was the shock to them from the repeated frosts that many of my finest plants

have not recovered, and never will. Out of over a dozen strong Gen. Jacque

bushes I have but four sending out new shoots. Many other sorts still more

tender are totally dead.
This may appear strange to you, but, when you remember that the County

of Perth occupies a very high altitude midway between the great lakes, and that

just here we are in a dip or slight depression on that high level, the first

stretches of the Thames valley, you can understand how every cold wave settles

down upon us with all its chilling distructiveness. On account of these topo-

graphical conditions which I have referred to, we are, I believe, more subject to

those low treacherous temperatures than any other section of Western Ontario.

I have not in any other section noticed the raspberry bushes so completely

destroyed as they are just about here. The Marlboro shot out again from the

canes, but the Golden Queen and Cuthbert canes are as dead as the wood of

last year. On fourteen plum trees and a like number of pear trees that I had

heavily loaded with blossom, I will not have fourteen specimens of fruit, and I

notice some branches of my Pond's Seedling plum trees have died away since

the foliage was destroyed. Among the gooseberries the Crown Bob seems to

have survived the best. The Whitesmith, Pearl, Industry, Ocean Wave, and
even the Conn, were quite destroyed. Of currants I had a promise of forty or
fifty pailsful before the frost, now I do not look for one. In short, I may write
of fruit and roses with me this year as the traditional Irish litterateur did when
asked to write a treatise on the snakes of Ireland. He summed up the whole
subject with the sentence, " there are no snakes in Ireland." Such, I am sorry
to say is the case with me, there is no fruit and no roses on my premises this
year.

Mitchell. T. H. RACE.
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THE CULTURE OF BLACK CURRANTS.

N 'OTHING is easier of culture than the black currant, as it
grows and bears well in any tolerable garden soil. To
propagate them it is only necessary to plant in autumn
or early spring, cuttings a foot long, in the open field or
garden, and cultivate them ; they will root readily. The
black currant should never be allowed to produce suck-
ers, and in order to prevent this, the superfluous buds

should be knocked off when the plants are transplanted. This will keep then
always in the shape of trees, with single stems and heads branching out at from
12 tO 20 inches from the ground.

Thin out the useless wood every winter, and if extra large fruit is desired,
pinch off all the ends of the strong-growing shoots about the middle of June,
when the fruit is about half grown, thus keeping the plant from spending ail its
energy in producing too much wood. I prefer, for large plantations, Black Naples,
Champion, and Collins' Prolific. I prefer to plant in check rows, 5, feet each
way. Perhaps there is no place in the world where better black currants are
grown than Great Britain and Holland. They are called currant trees, often
having clean stems on them three and four feet high. Keeping a clean stem
from 12 to 20 inches, enables one not only to till them easier, but to use a
picker, which I will endeavor to describe : It is in the shape of an inverted
umbrella cover-see Fig. 78o. Put a canvas cover on the inside of the ribs of
a large bamboo-ribbed umbrella ; take out the braces and handle. To keep its
shape opened out, two steel No. 9 wires are fastened on the inside by being
wired to each rib, one near the outside, and the other near the bottom. These
give enough spring to clasp it around a stem, as it has to be opened only about
one inch to let the stem through the slot on the side to the centre of the picker.
The whole is mounted on three portable legs made of umbrella braces. Near

Fio. 780-A PICKERt FOR BLACK CURRANTS.
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the trunk where the stem socket is, a piece of cloth is sewed to make a pliable
and close fit round the stem when the picker is clasped together.

When the currants are ripe, adjust the picker as high as possible on the
stem under the top. Around the lower part of the stem, immediately under the
picker, clasp or wind a piece of thick felt; hold it with the left hand, and in the
right use a wooden mallet with felt tacked on each end. Gently tap the stem
ail around, and watch the currants fall. If ripe, scarcely one will be found on
the bush. Unclasp the picker, let down the legs and empty the contents into a
bag or basket. That's picking currants by an improved method, and one that
will do away with ail hand-picking. If people will let them get ripe, they sell
better, are larger, and bring the same price as earlier, as black currants seldon
vary in price.

As the fruit comes from the picker, a large amount of dead leaves, stems,
etc., will drop also, which necessitates hand-cleaning to make it salable. This
is all easily overcome if one has an old fanning mil. Take out all the sieves
but the screen ; one inch above it tack a canvas, or, better, make a canvas
screen. If the currants are large, use the bean sieve ; put this as near the
hopper bottom as possible. Under the mill where the cleaned fruit comes out,
spread a sheet or canvas to catch currants, and pick them up for basketing. Fill
the hopper the same as with grain, turn gently, and watch results. This is
another labor-saving job accomplished. Why pay pickers 20 cents a basket for
picking and cleaning a to-quart basket, when you can save that much, do ten
times as much as one man, and grade your currants, too, if you choose ?-R. N.
Yorker.

Pruning Fruit Trees.-In pruning fruit trees, attention has to be given
to the manner in which the particular kind bears its fruit. The cherry and the
pear both bear their fruit on short spurs, and in trimming, therefore, the effort
should be to produce a large quantity of healthy fruit spurs. Summer pruning
does this admirably. The branches that we want to remain as leading shoots
should not be touched ; but the weaker ones may be pinched back, about mid-
summer, one foot or two-thirds of their growth. This will induce the swelling
of a number of buds that will produce flowers instead of branches, and in this

way fruit spurs can be obtained on comparatively young trees ; but with such

kinds as the grape vine, the fruit is borne on the branches of last year's growth,
so that the effort should be to throw ail the vigor possible into those growing
branches that we want to bear fruit the next season. To do this, we pinch

back the shoots that we do not want to extend ; or even pull the weak shoots

out altogether. A little pruning is then necessary, in the winter, to shorten
back these strong, bearing canes, or to prune out altogether the weaker ones

that we check by pinching back during the growing season,-Meehans'

Monthly.
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NOTES ON VARIETIES OF STRAWBERRIES.

OU will find enclosed some short notes on a few varieties with outline
of berry taken from actual specimens. I have a number of others,
but cannot lay my hand on themr. In making those outlines typical
bernies were used, not monstrosities but bernies that would give a
good idea of the general shape of the variety. I rnight have got

- - larger specimens of all the varieties, but they would not have been
types of the variety. I have made preparations to make outlines of

all the best varieties the coming season, will then furnish you with others.
I.-Haverland (P). A variety originating in

Ohio. This is one to grow enthusiastic over. It is
one of the best, if not the best of all; when one
sees the ground covered entirely with fruit, from the
first of the season to the very end of it. The origin-
ator may well be proud of it. It is magnificent in
its foliage ; most numerous in number of runners,
enormous in quantity of fruit. The fruit is large to
very large. Its only fault is, it is somewhat soft ; of
fair quality. It is certainly a berry for the home
grower, and near market. Perhaps not suited for
long distance shipment. Color rather light. As a
producer of fine large berries nothing else with us
equals it. It gives large fruit to the end of the
season, and is one of the first ripe.

II.-Bubaeh (P). Originating in Illinois. Here
is another grand standby. The foliage is all any
one could wish for, both in thrift and color and
health; not a trace of rust; it makes runners fast FIG. 781.-HAVERLAND.

FIG. 782 -BBACH 5. Fe.. 783.-BUBAcG 5.
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enough for a grand row to fruit. The fruit is remarkable for its size and fine

color. We place it among the productive ones. Fruit enormously large and

very showy ; good quality ; sweet. It is perhaps the very best for the home

grower, and near market, always selling and bringing good prices when the

market is glutted with Crescent and other trash.

III. - Warfleld No. 2 (P). Originating in
Illinois. This is a wonderfully strong grower and

great producer of plants, it resembles the Michel's

Early in this respect, making almost too many run-
ners. It is very productive, we place it along with

the Haverland in productiveness. Fruit medium c Co o

to large in size, is one of the firmest in the berry-

equal to the old Wilson in this respect. Quality * *
good and of a fine rich dark color. The berries are

all perfect in shape, regular, no ill-shaped ones. It

is one of the best, if not the best for long shipment

-carrying in good condition the longest distances

to market. Fio. 784.-WARFIELD.

IV. - Anna Forrest. Foliage large and
healthy. The fruit is large, somewhat irregular;

O o e sweet and pleasant. It is a free runner ; only

* f o moderately productive. The fruit colors up some-

O ô thing like Sharpless. Altogether, with us, it is not

e 44 Ia promising variety ; we have decided to discard

I t it. So many better ones.

Fi0. 785.--NNA FORREST.

V.-Dayton (S). Originating in Ohio. 'This

is a strong healthy grower, making many runners;

plant very healthy. The fruit is large, light in
color, not very firm, and only moderately produc- , *

tive. We have planted it two seasons, in doubt
about it, but have about decided to discard it ;

there are so many better that we have no doubt

about.

FiG. 786.-DAYTON.
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VI. - Princess (P). Originating in Minne-
o sota. This is a good strong grower ; plant very

healthy and making plenty of runners. The fruit
ù Cis large in size, good shape, fine to look at, rather

soft, not very productive. We are giving it a fur-
ther trial. There are some parts where it seems
to produce large crops of the finest berries.

Fin. 787.-PRINcEss.

VII.-Greenville (P). Originating in Ohio.
Here we have another grand berry, about which
there is no doubt at ail in anyone's mind, but ail
pronounce it at once one of the first class. We
place it up alongside Bubach, if not in front. It o
very much resembles Bubach in color of plant, c t 0
but it is a freer grower, making many more plants ; e e c
it is more productive. The fruit is not quite so
large ; about the same in firmness. It certainly is
one of the best for the home grower, or near mar- O O
ket. No one can go wrong in planting largely of o
the Greenville. Ct

Fic. 7 8 8
.- GREENVILLF.

VIII.-Marshall (S). Originating in Mas-
sachusetts. The plant of the Marshall is very
large, stools somewhat before sending out runners ;

o ~ rusts sornewhat, plant though is vigorous. The
fruit is large, dark-red, good shape and fine
quality, productive. One of the best to grow for

o i / show berries. Have fruited it only one seasoni.
Will be better able to decide its merits after
further trial.

Fia. 789.-MARSHIALL.
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IX.-Maple Rank (P). Originating in
Ontario. A strong healthy grower, good runner,
making wide matted row. The fruit is large, rich
dark crimson and very firm. The shape is good, it
is one of the finest, and thus should be a good
shipper. If it grows to be as good in other places

as with us, it will take a first place. It is bein< O O ,

tested at several places North, South, East an , O e
West, before being offered to the public.

E. B. STEVENSON.

Ex5perinen/er in S/rawberries,
Lowvi//e, Ont.

Fn;. 790.-L\JAPLE BANK.

FRUIT ROT.

HE rotting of the ripening fruit of cherries, plums, peaches and other

fruits, frequently causes serious loss to the fruit grower. A fungus of

the genus Monilla attacks the fruit and causes it to rot. The rotted

fruit afterwards becomes covered with a gray powdery mould and

frequently hangs to the tree till the next summer, in a dried or mum-

4 mied form. The gray powder consists of the germs of the disease,

which may be washed by rains, blown by winds, or carried by insects

to other parts of the tree, thus spreading the disease. The mummy fruits

carry the disease over from one season to the next, and therefore the col-

lecting and burning of these fruits appears to be a good sanitary measure. The

fungus begins its attacks early iii the spring, often destroying many of the blos-

soms. These decaying blossoms are blown about by the wind, thus spreading

the infection. It also attacks the leaves and young twigs, but it is on the fruit

that it commonly does the most damage. It attacks the fruit at any stage of its

development, but spreads most rapidly when the cherries are nearly ready to

pick. With warm, moist weather at this time, the disease spreads very rapidly,

often nearly destroying a crop in a few days. Many of the cherries rot and fall

to the ground while others dry, and hang to the branches over winter, as stated

above.
Remedy.-As in the case of the leaf blight described below, we are only

prepared to offer suggestions as to the orchard treatment against the fruit rot,

as follows:-
i. Just before the blossoms open apply Bordeaux mixture.
2. Just after the blossoms fall apply Bordeaux mixture as before, with the

addition of one ounce of Paris green for eighteen gallons of the mixture. The
Paris green is used against the curculio which causes wormy cherries.

3. Make a third application from ten to fourteen days after the second
using Bordeaux mixture and Paris green as before.-New York Exp. Station.
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STRAWBERRIES AT MAPLEHURST.

HE first fruit of the season, how eagerly sought after, and how much
enjoyed by all. Many think only of it as a luxury, after all, and on
that ground refuse to furnish their tables with fruit more than for
an occasional feast. This is all a mistake, for the strawberry is a
nutritious article of diet. About ten per cent. of its substance is
dry matter ; one-half of which is nitrogenous, or flesh-producing.
True, about ninety per cent of the strawberry is water, but eighty-

five per cent. of milk is water, and who denies that milk is nourishing food ?

Unfortunately, this season is not favorable for a -good crop of this most
delicious fruit. The extreme drouth throughout Southern Ontario has almost
ruined the crop, and even the advanced prices do not pay the grower. A grower
near Grimsby Park has been irrigating his patch, elevating the water with wind-

mill power. His crop, as a result, is almost phenomenal.
Two varieties arnong the late comers we have tested for two seasons, and

are quite prepared to discard, viz., Michel and Bubach 24. These varieties are
both very early, ripening about the ist of June, but both are too unproductive
to be profitable. The foliage, also, is very weak, and the whole plant is very
sensitive to drouth. These varieties much resemble each other, and are good
dessert varieties, but not worth planting in the commercial plantation.

Mr. T. T. Lyon, of the South Haven (Mich.) fruit-
testing station, agrees with us in this estimate of those

varieties. Under date i 2th June, he writes: " The drouth
and extreme heat are sadly pinching our strawberries.
Michel is now almost past season with us (it ripens the crop
almost at once), but yours are, no doubt, genuine. It is not
profitable here. Bubach 24 is not quite productive enough
here. The fine specimens of this are also gone with us.
I doubt if it is at all disseminated. The same of Bubach
132 and 137. I have dropped all except 5 in my recent
planting."

Saunders is a fine variety, of large size, ard quite pro-
ductive. It is about the same season as Williams, begin-

F10. 791. ning to ripen the ioth of June this year ; quite as produc-
SAUNDERs IN '95' tive, as vigorous, about equal in size, and a better berry.

It has also something of that agreeably brisk flavor,
so characteristic of the old Wilson. This season, how-
ever, it is much inferior to last year, owing to the drouth.

Laxton's Noble was so highly commended in the
Garden (London) that we expected great things of it ;
but, like other foreigners, it is ill adapted to Canadian
soil and dry seasons. The foliage is somewhat subject
to rust ; the berries, instead of being immense in size as
they are in England, are quite ordinary in size, and the yin 792.

LAXTOfS NOBLE IN '95.
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plants are not very productive, at least, that is our experience for 1895.

quality is very good, the flavor mild and agreeable, for dessert purposes.

season is late, the first ripe berries coming on June i 5 th.

The Woolverton strawberry has done well

at Maplehurst this year. 'he vine appears to root

deeply, and, therefore, is less susceptible to drouth

than most varieties. Standing at one side of the

patch, it is very easy to distinguish the rows of this

variety by the dark green color of the foliage, and

vigor of growth. The fruit is also large, the flnest

samples taking a somewhat flattened shape, as shown

in Fig. 793, and the others more evenly conical. They

color dark red, and the flesh is fairly finrm and agree-

able in flavor, with very little acid. They seem to

yield well, also, as is shown by the accompanying

photogravure (Fig. 794).
This berry is a seedling grown by Mnr. John Little,

of Granton, and named after the editor, for which

reason we hope it may prove a success. WOOLVELTON IN
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The Enhance, too, disappoints us this season at Maplehurst. The vines

are laden with fruit, but apparently so sensitive to drouth that they will be very

small in size. We will not report definitely concerning them until next season.

Fie. 794.-A BUNcH OF WOoLVERTON STRAWBERRIES.
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Caughell's Seedling. This berry was sent us from
Mr. G. H. Caughell, Aylmer, the originator. The vine
is fairly healthy, fairly vigorous, and fairly productive.
The berry is above medium size, conicai, necked, with
moderately firm flesh, of good quality. Ripened its first
berry July i 1th. Needs further trial.

Fi(. 795.-CAUCmLL.

The Spraying Outftt at Maplehurst is fairly well shown in the accom-
panying engravîng, drawn from a photograph. Sometimes two horses and three
even are used, but for ordinary use the one-horse outfit is the most economical

. r S r

~Z
ï;

'r-p6-HESRYN. UFTA MPFIRT
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MIDSUMMER AMONG THE SMALL FRUITS.

$ a large extent the success of future years with the

raspberry, strawberry, and similar fruits, will de-
pend upon the care they receive during the sum

èt. mer. At this tirne they are making new growths,
2 and if proper care is given them, they will make

strong plants that will be able to form large and

Cr, , plump fruit buds for the next year's crop. It
often happens that a severe drouth during the sum-
mer checks the growth of the plants, and, if a
warm wet autumn follows, which causes the plant
to make a second growth, they will most likely be

injured by the winter. The judicious cultivator attempts to give such care as

will tend to prevent this late and tender growth.

Rasperries.-After the raspberry crop has been gathered, it is well to eut

out the old canes and thin out the new ones, thus throwing all the vigor of the

plants into those that remain. The number of canes the plant should carry will

depend a good deal upon the variety, and the condition of the soil, but about

five strong canes will generally be found preferable to more. [f the plants are

grown ir, matted rows, they should be evenly distributed, and rather more can

be left than when they are kept in hills. Formerly it was the custom to head

back the plants during the summer, but, as generally performed, it was an

injury rather than a benefit, as the canes were allowed to reach their full height

and were then eut back. In this way much of the strength of the plant was

wasted, and the remaining buds, if they started at all during the season, sent

out weak shoots that were often injured by the winter. As a rule a cane allowed

to grow naturally foris large buds near the top, and from these the best fruit

will be obtained. If they are to be eut back at all it should be done early in

the season, when the young canes have reached a height of about two feet, and

then the terminal bud only should be pinched off: As a rule, however, it will

not be best for the commercial planter to head back red raspberries at all at

that time, although with some sorts it may be desirable. In the case of the Cap

varieties it will be best to head the new canes back as recommended above, but

if they have been neglected until they have reached a considerable height, so

that cutting them back would sacrifice a considerable amount of wood, it will be

best to allow them to branch naturally. During the month of August the plants

should be watched, and if any of the canes are badly diseased with rust, it will

be well to eut them out and burn them. To hold this disease in check the

plantation should have been sprayed dùring the early part of the season with

Bordeaux mixture. One spraying before growth starts, if supplemented with
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one or two others after the young shoots appear, will, to a large extent, prevent
the spread of the disease. In order to secure a proper growth of the plants,
regular cultivation should be kept up during the season up to the middle of
August. After each rain the soil should be stirred, and in this way the moisture
will be conserved, and the proper ripening of the fruit and a strong new growth
will be secured to carry the plant through the winter.

Strawberries.-If a strawberry bed is to be kept for one or more years, it
should be worked over as soon as possible after the crop is gathered, in order
that the new plants may find a soil in suitable condition for starting into growth.
If the field contains much grass and tall weeds, it is often a good thing to cut
them with a mower, and if there is so heavy a mulch that it will hinder working
the land, it can often be burned off. The fire will also destroy many insects,
and, as the old strawberry leaves will also bc burned, most of the spores of the
leaf blight will be destroyed, and the injury the following year lessened. The
bed may be broken up in various ways, among the best being to turn furrows
away from cither side of the row, leaving only a narrow strip with plants upon it.
The furrows can then be worked down with a culitvator, and the rows of plants
thinned out and freed from weeds with a hoe. In this way the ground will be
broken up and prepared for the new plants that will be formed. Especially if
the summer is a dry one, the cultivator should be kept going throughout the
month of August, so that a crust can form. The new plantation also should
receive similar care, so far as the cultivation and the hoeing are concerned. One
of the principal reasons for the running out of varieties is that they become
subject to and weakened by the so-called rust or leaf blight. In the case
of some varieties, much of the foliage is entirely destroyed, and the spots are so
numerous upon the flower stems that they are girdled, and as a result they
shrivel and the fruit dries up. From this cause half the crop is often lost. It
has been found that this disease can bc kept in check, if the plants are properly
sprayed with Bordeaux mixture. This should bc put on in July or early in
August, in order that the plants may make a healthy growth during the fall.
This should bc repeated in the spring before the growth starts, and again as
soon as the blossoms are off. By the last application the flower stalks will be
covered with fungicide, and the chance of the drying up of the berries will bc
greatly reduced.

Currants and Gooseberries.-In addition to the thorough cultivation and
hoeing which should bc given to currants and gooseberries, in common with all
other small fruits, they will also require one or more applications of fungicides in
order that they may retain their foliage, and make a proper growth. The
various spot diseases to which the currant is subject, and the mildew, of the
European gooseberries in particular, by which these fruits are so frequently
defoliated, can all be controlled, but to be entirely effective the remedies should
be applied somewhat earlier in the season. Froni the above it will be seen that
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the care required by the small fruits during the sunimer months is about the
same for all, consisting of regular cultivation and hoeing, and at least one appl-

cation of some approved fungicide after the crop is gathered. While almost any
of the copper compounds used for this purpose would answer, Bordeaux mixture
is generally preferred, as it is cheaper, and is not only more effective, but it
sticks more firmly to the plants, and il consequence the resuits are much more
lasting.-PROF. TAFT, in American Agriculturist.

THE LOMBARD PLUM.

SUPPOSE it is unnecessary to extol the virtues of this well known
variety, but I so often sec others planting orchards with other varieties
that it must be many do not yet understand what they want. An orchard

o' good Lombard trees will yield results satisfactory to any one. I do

not mean to advise that no other varieties should be planted. This is

a mistake in any fruit orchard. But the Lombard should be in the

majority. It stands, in my estimation, at the high water mark. Three varieties

of plum trees should at least be planted in every plum orchard, and for general

market use none better can be found than the Lombard, Niagara and Damson.

The Bradshaw is a plum of a very fine quality, and has the advantage of

producing a crop early in the season, but these qualities are offset by its shyness

in bearing. Its crops are not large or very regular. If it could be made pro-

lific it would be an excellent variety. Almost the same can be said about the

Yellow Egg and the Washington. They are excellent plums, very large and

delicious, but they are not profitable for market use. A few trees for home con-

sumption would be appreciated on any farm. The Purple Egg is also a fine

large plum, but the tree rots so badly that it nearly discourages one in raising it.

If the trees could be hardened in some way so that the rot would not attack

them, this variety would be exceedingly desirable. Genii is a large purple plum

that has this same fault of being attacked by disease. The black-knot is sure to

kill the trees early in life. The Green Gage and Imperial Gage are splendid

plums for canning and should be raised largely for this purpose.

The Shropshire l)amson is a splendid market plum. It is a snall purple

plun, and rather coarse to suit the writer's taste, but it sells well and is a very

prolific bearer. A garden of these trees will pay any one. The Lombards are

the most desirable market plums going, and with a little proper care the trees

can be kept fiee from disease Both of these varieties are good bearers, the

trees are moderately hardy, and conparatively free from all diseases. As the

black-knot is the great trouble with most growers of plums, the trees that are

very susceptible to this disease should not be selected. There are others that

are quite proof against it and most other parasites.--German town Telegraph.
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SOUR CHERRIES.

Canned Cherries.

HE perfection of canned cherries can only be obtaîned by

allowing the pits to remain in, and by cooking them in the

jars. Many people, however, object to serving them with the

pits in, and to obviate this, and yet obtain the flavor, tie 20

or more pits in a small piece of thin muslin or lace, and place

them in the centre of each jar of fruit before it is cooked.

Allow 8 ozs. of granulated sugar to each pound of cherries.

Dissolve the sugar in hot water and turn it over the fruit

(which has been placed in the jar as fast as pitted) until it

reaches the neck of the jar. Put on the cover but not the rubber, place the

jars in a vessel of warm water, with two or three nails under each jar to prevent

its coming in direct contact with the bottom of the vessel ; cover closely, and

after it cornes to the boiling point cook ten minutes. Remove from the kettle

stand the jars on a folded wet towel, take off the cover and fill fuît of hot syrup

or water ; wipe off the outside of the top : adjust the rubber and cover and

screw down as tight as possible. Invert the jars, and if a drop of syrup oozes

out it must be re-heated, and either the rubber or cover, or both, must be

changed. Let themi stand 24 hours, tightening the tops occasionally, then draw

a paper sack over each one, label plainly, and put in a dry, cool-place.

CHERRY PRESERVE.-Pit the cherries, weigh, and allow a pound of sugar

to each pound of fruit. Dissolve the sugar in the least quantity of water possi-

ble, and when it boils add the fruit and boil slowly 15 minutes. Then skim

out the fruit and put in glass jars (those which are not air-tight answer nicely

for this purpose) filling them about two-thirds full. Boil down the syrup and

pour it over the cherries. If the covers do not fit, dip a paper in brandy and

lay it on the top as for jelly.

CHERRY SYRUP.-This is a very pleasant beverage when added to a glass

of cold water. Pit the cherries, mash them, and allow them to stand in an

earthen bowl, in a cool place, 24 hours. Then drain through a coarse lînen

bag, and allow 1 lb. and 12 ozs. of granulated sugar to each pint of juice. Put

the latter in a porcelain-lined kettle, bring it to tbe boiling point, and skim

before adding the sugar. Let them boil together slowly for ten minutes, and

when cool bottle. Two or three tablespoonfuls are sufdicient for a glass of

water.

CHERRY PUDDING, No. 1.-Sift together twice one coffeecupful of flour,

a pinch of salt and three teaspoonfuls of baking powder. To two well-beaten

eggs add one teacupful of sugar and one of rnilk, and stir in the flour. Add as

nnny pitted cherries as you prefer, and beat all together thoroughly. Turn it
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into a buttered pudding mould, leaving one third of the room for it to expand.
Tie on the cover and stand it in two-thirds its depth of boiling water, cover
closely and boil two hours. Serve hot, with whatever sauce preferred.

CHERRY PUDDING, NO. 2.-Make a rich dough, as for baking-powder
biscuits. Roll rather thin, and eut out with a quart bowl; put two or three
tablespoonfuls of cherries on one half of a biscuit, wet the edges, fold at the
centre, bringing the two edges together, and pinch thoroughly with the thumb
and finger. Melt a tablespoonful of butter and one of sugar in half a teacupful
of hot water and pour it over the rolls after they are in the tin. Sift powdered
sugar over the top and bake fifteen minutes. Serve hot, with either hard or
liquid sauce, as preferred.

HARD SAUCE.-Stir a teacupful of powdered sugar and a quarter of a cup-
fuI of warm (not melted) butter to a cream ; flavor as preferred with lemon,
vanilla or nutmeg, and set in a cool place until required.

FRUIT SAUCE.-For cherries, add one teacupful of sugar to three of mashed
fruit, and thoroughly beat in four tablespoonfuls of soft butter. When light
and foamy, add the well-beaten white of one egg.

FoA:u SAUCE.-Beat the whites of two eggs light but not stiff, and add
one teacupful of powdered sugar and a teaspoonful of vanilla. Turn over this,
stirring constantly, one teacupful of boiling milk. Lemon juice can be sub-
stituted for the vanilla if preferred.

CHERRY PiE.-Cherry pie should not have an under crust, but an inch-
wide strip of paste should be placed around the side of the pie plate. Put in a
layer of cherries, then a tablespoonful of fine bread or cracker crumbs and two
tablespoonfuls of sugar. Continue until the plate is full, then cover with a rich
crust, sift one tablespoonful of powered sugar over the top, and bake.-KATH-
ERINE B. JOHNSON, in Country Gentleman.

Hints in Pear Growing.-The American Cultivator of Boston, gives the
following suggestions regarding pear orchards:

"The pear tree grows best and yields the most fruit when planted upon land
moderately moist, and yet not cold. To insure this condition there is nothing
better than a side hili location, though one more level may do well if under-
drained, and then it is better for receiving a wash of sand fron the uplands
above it, which helps to warm it up. Two conditions are fatal to this fruit, and
they are a lack of moisture in the soit and a lack of dryness in the soil. They
may live through either for a little while each season, but too long a drought
will kilt the tree, and toolong a wet and cold season will destroy the fruit even
after it has formed. Manume too rich in ammonia will cause excessive growth
of the fruit buds, and overbearing while the tree is young shortens the life of the
tree, and also is apt to lessen the crop in the succeeding year."
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PICKING FRUIT.

E --- VERY person, child or adult, when plucking fruit of any

sort, should be taught how to separate the stems froni the

twigs or spurs without damaging the buds that contain the

embryos of a future crop. When plucking apples or pears,

instead of hauling off the fruit with spurs, buds and leaves,

take hold of the apple or pear and at the same time thrust

the thumb nail against the base of the stem and pull on the

fruit, and thus sever the stem from the fruit spur at the seam prepared in the

growth of the stem and spur for the separation of fruit and spur. When pluck-

ing cherries, take 'hold of the long stems and separate them with the thumb

nail, handling the fruit by the stems rather than by taking hold of the fruit. If

the hand clasps a cluster of cherries, and the fruit is hauled off carelessly, the

fruit-spur will be broken off together with all the half mature fruit. Then, if

the cherries are fully ripe, and they are clawed off without taking hold of the

stems, the fruit and stems will be separated, to the great damage of the ripe

fruit. When cherries are to bc used immediately they may bc pulled off the

stems. But when the fruit is to be sent to market, the stems should not be

separated, as the rupture of the fruit incident to the separation of the stems will

hasten decay and damage appearance, because as soon as the stems of cherries

are removed from the fruit the juice will flow out.

Almost every variety of cherries fail to ripen with desirable uniformity.

For this reason the persons who pluck the fruit should be instructed to glean

only the ripe fruit without hauling off immature specimens. But whoever is

allowed to pluck cherries should have this brief precept-" be careful of the

fruit spurs "-reiterated, until he or she will understand that the fruit buds, the

fruit-spurs, the little branches that arc loaded with fruit, must not be crushed

by the feet or pulled off by careless hands. Make every dullard understand

that every twig and fruit-spur broken off represents a cluster of cherries of next

year's crop, and the fruit for many future years actually lost by inexcusable

heedlessness. There should be many placards posted up where pickers can

read the important words : " Do not break off the fruit-spurs."-SERENO E.

TODD, in Country Gentleman.

New Raspberries.--Iee/aner is a new red raspberry, which Mr. W. W.

Hillborn' of Leamington, Ont., is growing from the seeds of the wild raspberry.

The quality is good and the bushes very productive, but too soft for a distant

market. Mr. Craig, in his Raspberry Bulletin, estimates that it would yield

more than four times the Cuthbert at Ottawa. Columbia, according to the

same authority, is a purple berry, seedling of Cuthbert ; it much resembles

Shaffer, but is firmer and less acid. Royal Church.-Mr. Craig says he finds

this not as vigorous or as hardy as the Cuthbert. Superlative also, he says, is

deficient in vigor and hardiness.
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CANADIAN SMALL FRUITS.

HE Agriculture Committee spent a busy and profitable couple of

hours on June 6th. The subjects before them were "The Brand

ing of Cheese,' and an address on "Fruits," by John Craig

i Horticulturist at Experimental Farm.
ýMr. Craig, in his address, spoke of the development of the

fruit industry in the various provinces of the Dominion, and

detalled the resuit of his experiments with regard to keeping fruits

in cold storage. When asked by Mr. Carpenter to state his

opinion of the feasibility of putting Canadian small fruits on the

English markets, the Horticulturist said : " That is a question

which is not only a profitable one to discuss, but certainly a feasible one. I do

not see why grapes, plums and peaches, and early pears could not be put into

direct cold storage warehouses and then sent in refrigerator cars and put on

board steamers provided with cold storage compartments, and put in the Eng-

lish market in good condition, in view of the fact that the cold storage system is

to be introduced in connection with butter. Whether they would reach the

English market at a season when good prices prevail is a matter to be investi-

gated."
In answer to Mr. McNeill, Mr. Craig said he did not know of any place in

this country where Newton Pippins were successfully grown, and he was not

prepared to say, he was not aware of any place where that could be done. In

the Grimsby district last year, where spraying was practiced, he saw some very

good Newton pippins. Mr. Craig thought the fruit growers would make more

money if they would give a little more attention to the kind of package they

used, and exercised a little more care in grading their fruit. He pointed out

how carefully California fruit was put up, and it competed successfully with our

home-grown fruits. It showed, he said, that our growers could afford to spend

a litile more money in making their fruit packages attractive.

On motion of Major Carpenter, seconded by Dr. Roome, a motion was

adopted to the effect that " in view of the rapidly growing importance of the

fruit industry to the people of a large section of the Dominion, and of the im-

portance of and difficulty in establishing a good reputation in the English

market, this committee is of opinion that the Government would be justified in

adopting some method of assisting our fruit growers in placing their fruits on

the English market, believing, as we do, that if some shipments of fruit can be

made by the government it would give us a standing it cannot secure when sent

by individual shippers."-HamiIton S jectator.

The Columbia raspberry, according to the Ohio Experiment Station Re-

port, is a stronger grower than the Shaffer, and the berries a little brighter

but the varieties are very similar.
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THE PEACH LEAF CURL.

HIS peculiar disease is widespread both in this country and In
Europe, occurring wherever the peach is grown. It often severely
injures nursery stock ; young, thrifty-growing trees are more sub-
ject to its attacks than those more mature. The curl is limited to

the period when the young shoots and leaves are most tender ;
after the tissues of these parts are fully formed or matured they are

no longer affected. The disease shows itself assoon as the leaves

are expanded. By the first or middle of June the only signs of the malady are

the withered leaves on the ground and the shriveled shoots on the tree ; new

leaves have already developed on the lateral twigs. The illustration, Fig. 797,
shows the characteristic appearance of a peach leaf affected with the curl, and the

same engraving illustrates a twig diseased from the same cause. Frequently the

entire leaf is involved, the diseased part being somewhat thicker and of a more

fleshy texture than that in health. The under surface is usually smooth, but the

upper has a more or less mealy appearance. When the leaf stock is affected it

swells to several times its normal thickness and seldom attains its full length.
These portions have a pale green color, the surface is swollen and uneven, and

turns black and dies. The cause of peach-leaf curl is a minute fungus called

Taphrina deformans. It is closely related to the fungus which causes "' plum

pockets-" The nvcelium or spore-producing part of this fungus forms a net-

work of threads resembling a string of beads in
the tissues of the peach leaf. This is illus-

trated in Fig. 798. From these threads the
spores or seeds are produced by which the

disease is spread from tree to tree. These
falling on young tender shoots penetrate their
substance and cause them to curl up and
finally die. So little is really known of the

life history of the curl that little can be said
regarding preventive measures. Removing

and destroying all the leaves and young shoots

Fiw. 797.-LEAF CURL, AFFECTED LEAF
AND TWIG.

Fi(. 798.---LEAF CURL FILAMENT-
MAGNIFIED.
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as soon as they show signs of the nalady, and at the proper season, cutting well
back the branches where the disease existed, is the best course, and ought to

mitigate the evil. As an experiment it is suggested that the trees be sprayed
betore the buds begin to swell, with a 30 or 40 per cent. solution of sulphate of
iron.-Orange Judd Farmer.

GROWING MELONS.

HE best soil for the watermelon is a light, warm, sandy loam, yet
I find some soils, that will not produce fine melons with all other
essentials given. Whatever tends to compact the soil, whether
rainy weather or a deficiency of vegetable matter, is detrimental

to the crop. I take the best soil I can arrange to plant, and in

the fall scatter tobacco stems liberally over the ground. I find,
contrary to many, that the richer the soil, provided it be warm and light, the

surer the success. I break the ground very deep before the stems are put on,
and then before planting break a little deeper, then work it mellow to the bottom.

If one is not careful they will get the soil mellow on top to perhaps half the

depth, and the other half full of large clods. This should not be. I prefer

marking both ways, as the plants can be worked better. At each crossing I put

two shovelfuls of good manure. The best I have used was well-rotted, forest

leaf mould and stable manure put in alternate layers of equal proportion. This

well-rotted and turned over until well mixed. This manure may not rush the

plant while young so much as all stable manure, but it will bring more and larger

fruit. Bones dissolved in ashes and a handful of the mixture put in the bill

adds greatly to the crop.

I make large hills (not high up, but around) and drop at least a dozen seeds

in a hill. I shall this spring make a line across the hill and plant on one side ;

then in about ten days plant the other side. Planting so many seeds in the bill

has two important reasons. So many plants aid each other in raising soil (which

is apt to become crusted on top), and they will come up better. Some seeds

give stronger plants than others, and will bear better fruit. Planting so many

in the hill we are more apt to get strong plants. These can be selected after

the plants are some size. I leave only two plants in the hill. As soon as the

plants are up well, the soil should be made loose around them, being careful not

to disturb the young plant. I like deep cultivation ; at least for the first three

cultivations, then shallow until done. I plow the ground thoroughly between

the hills at each plowing, and I like to cultivate them every few days. In cul-

tivating the vines the least they are molested the better, as moving them injures

them after they begin to run much. I may give a few more hints on melon

culture before selling time.-THos. D. BAIRD, in American Farmer.
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MAKING A RESERVOIR FOR WINDMILL IRRIGATION.

IND-PUMP irrigation will be depended upon more and more

wherever the rainfall is apt to be deficient. The accompanying

illustration taken from a photograph, represents a section of one

of the many reservoirs in Meade County in south-west Kansas

' which have been used satisfactorily for some time. The pump)

is larger than the average in this locality, having a 12.inch cylinder,

a 12-inch discharge pipe and a 1o-inch stroke ; it lifts the water

14 feet at the rate of 175 gallons per minute.
The preparation of the reservoir is most important, and in order to assist

any who contemplate such an addition to their farm improvements, I wili tell

how I made mine. Select a site higher than the ground to be watered. Iay

out the reservoir corresponding in capacity to the power of the pump. The

pump must be capable of filling it in two or three days. Remove all sod, placing
it bevond the limits of the walls. i)o not use it ii forming the embankment.

Then plow' and scrape, dumping - -

where the wall of the reservoir
is wanted. Continue until the

work is completed, driving over
the wall. Leave the inside slop-

ing so the waves will not injure
it. When the excavation is of
the desired size plow the bottom
and pulverize thoroughly. Hitch
a team to a block, road scraper
or other suitable object, turn in

the water and begin to puddle by
driving along one edge and con-
tinuing until the whole surface is
puddled. This will cause a pre-
cipitation of sediment which will

fil the pores of the soil and en-

able it to hold water quite well.
The bottom will then be 12 to

iS inches lower than the surface

of the ground outside, but tbat

much water must always be left

in the reservoir to preserve the puddling, for if it gets dry or freezes the work

must be done over again. If the reservoir is small, say 30x50 x3 feet, some dirt

for the wall must be obtained from the outside. An outlet can be made of four

2-inch planks long enough to reach through the wall. Saw the inner end

sloping and provide it with a valve made of 2-inch board, and on the same

principle as the valve in an ordinary pump.-American Agriculturist.
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A FRUIT HOUSE.

N soie localities it is rather difficuit to secure a good cel-

lar without considerable work. Often draining by dig-

ging a trench is necessary ; and when this is the case it

will often pay to build a fruit bouse above the ground,

rather than to run the risk of water flooding in and dam-

aging the fruit and vegetables. A fruit house, if well

built, so as to be frost-proo0f, is much more convenient than a cellar in

iany ways, but good care must be taken in doing the work if good results are

to be secured.
Two by six inch studding will be the best ; that is, not less than this should

be used. They can be placed two feet apart, and it is usually best to brace the

corners. Eight feet is plenty high, and, in iost cases, six will be sufficient It

should be built close to the ground, so that it cari be banked up readily on ail

sides. On the outside rough boards can be naîled on irst, and over this a

layer of tarred paper or heavy straw paper, and then the whole should be care-

fully weatherboarded.
When it can be done, it will be hest to fill the space between the studding

with sawdust, taking care to fil in tightly. Rough boards can be nailed on the

inside, and over this tarred paper should again be tacked.

Overhead a tight layer of boards should be put and on them a good layer of

sawdust. A chimney, or place for ventilation, should be provided. Care

should be taken to make tight ; the door and ventilator should be ail the open-

ings. Good, close-fitting doors, one to open outside and one inside, will help.

Boxes or bins should be built inside and about four inches away from the wall.

This will give air space between the wall and the fruit. To make doubly sure,

an old stove set in the room in which a little tire may be made in the severest

weather, will be found a benefit, as a very little fire will lessen very materially the

danger .of damage. A bouse of this kind, in a winter like the last one, will keep

fruit and vegetables without freezing, but in winters such as we sometimes have

a little fire will be necessary.-Fruit Growers' Journal.

Pruning Grapes in Summer.-After the bunches of grapes have formed

on the new vine profitable work can be dont by going along pinching off the

vines just above the fourth leaf, or one leaf above the last bunch of grapes.

This will turn much of the sap into the new vine which is to come out, either

at the ground or near to it, to make wood for next year when the old vine is cut

awav. After this year's vines have been pinched off, a new branch will shoot

out at the base of each leaf. If these are also pinched off when but a few

inches long, no more vines will start out from then and all the sap for this

season will go into the fruit and into the new vine which shot out from the

ground.-Orange Judd Farmer.
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TOMATO CULTURE.

CHAPTER XII.

How TO MAKE PICKINU AxD SHIPPING BoXES.

For ends, take good dressed pine lunber, inch thick and 8 inches wide.

Cut them so that the upper edge will be 9,4 inches long and the lower edge

75S' inches long. For sides, use lumber 8 inches wide and 14 inch thick. Cut
them so the upper edge will be 19 inches long and the bottom edge 17 inches

long. Cut bottom of same stuff slack 17 inches long. Nail together with wire

nails, medium fine, i 4 inches long. Nail on outside of box in centre a strong

basket handle, using 34 inch wire nails. These boxes will weigh three pounds

each and will hold half a bushel without heaping. They will last as long as five

of the common baskets and they cost but little more. They are better than

baskets, for shipping. If they are wanted for shipping make covers 8 inches

wide and I inch thick, cut then off square 18T' inches long. Now take a
strip b inch square, cut off two pieces 77r4 inches long, bevel them a little so

they will fit exactly just inside of the box, close to the ends. They should fit in

so the top surface will be flush with the sides and ends. The cover is to be

nailed on to these pieces with 34 inch wire nails driven through and clenched,
so that when the cover is put on, it will show the fruit pá of an inch on each

side. This space will also give all the ventilation required. The cover will be

one ý,é of an inch shorter than the box at each end, so it will not catch in hand-
ling. If desirable to show the fruit more or have more ventilation, use four siats

4 inch thick and i inch wide instead of the close cover ; nail them on so as to

leave all the spaces the same width. I have taken pains to enquire of all my

customers to whom I have shipped tomatoes in these boxes, as to their value

compared with baskets for shipping. All of them, without exception, declared

that the boxes were much better than baskets ; the fruit was not bruised, and it

came out in better condition. The reason why they carry better is that they

never spring in and out like baskets do when they are handled roughly (as they

are sure to be in transit). Again, the boxes are strong enough to be piled ten

high without any injury to the bottom ones. To fasten the cover down bore a

Y4 inch hole through the cover inside the cleat, and another hole 4 of an inch

below the edge of the end, and wire the cover down with fine annealed wire.

CHAPTER XIII.

How TO MAKE MARKET BoxEs.

These are used for carrying tomatoes to market on a wagon. Dimensions

and description ; End pieces 6 inches wide, ?2 inch thick and 16j• inches long,
two side pieces 6 inches wide, 3 à inch thick and 17 inches long. Nail those
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together. Then cut two botton pieces 81 inches wide, %á of an inch thick and

17 '4 inches long. Nail them on with edges flush with the sides. There will

be 4 of an inch space open in the centre ; this space is to let the hand board

of another box enter. Hand or centre pieces should be 6 inches wide, f inch

thick and 16., inches long. In the centre of this board and one inch in the

clear below the upper edge cut a neat, well-finished hand hole. One inch each

side of the hole drive a three inch wire nail and counter sink them '/ of an

inch. These nails are to keep the centre piece from splitting. Nail this hand

board in the centre of the box, directly over the open space in the bottom, and

let its edge set up above the ends 54 of an inch. The edge enters the bottom

of next box when set upon it. If the boxes are bound at the corners with strips

of zinc 4 inches long and 54 of an inch wide they will last much longer. They

should be made ail of the same material and ail of the same thickness, so that

when finished they will all be the same weight. Give them two coats of paint

and stencil name on them.
These boxes if well made, will last at least twenty years. I have some of

them that have been in use every season for twenty-five years and are in fair

condition yet. They hold half bushel each, a peck on each side ; and when

evened over at the top they sit over each other without bruising.

Their advantages are as follows :

1st. They are my own invention and not patented, so that aIl may have

the benefit of them.

2nd. They are light and have a hand hole in the centre so they are

almost as easy to handie as baskets.

3rd. A double row of them fits into the ordinary wagon box, and makes

a compact load without wasting room.

4th. They can be loaded over each other seven or eight boxes high, and

they will ride safely, so that a full load of fifty bushels can easily be put on a

market wagon.

5 th. The fruit is divided into peck lots, making it very convenient to

handle at the market, either in small or large quantities ; there is alrnost no

pressure or weight to br'uise or injure the fruit. Those boxes will be found very

useful for nearly ail kinds of fruit and vegetables.

(.To le coninued.)

St. Mary's, Ont. S. H. MITCHELL.

The North Star Currant is noted as a free, healthy grower. At Maple-

hurst this currant is just now bearing its first fruit, and we consider it too small

to be of any value. The market wants a large-sized berry, and small ones

bring a low price. Its vigor of growth is the one merit of this variety.
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STRAY NOTES.

Covering Strawberries -Keeping Pigs-Overproduce, etc.

ANY start out with great zeal to cultivate strawberries, but

fail to count the cost, ie., the patience, attention, and

exercise of judgment needed, as well as the art of "know-

inghow," and in two or three years give it up as a bad

job. It certainly requires the above-named qualities to

insure success, and the winter protection is an item that

cannot be slighted without loss. I have tried all sorts of

material for covering, and at different times,, and have settled down to the prac-

tice of using clear oat straw when I can get it, and covering early, before any

hard frosts, putting on just enough to prevent the thawing and freezing weather

to affect the ground and cause heaving. Before this spring I was in the habit

of uncovering before Jack Frost had taken his final departure, but J left it on

three weeks later this spring, and now at picking time, reap the reward. The

foliage and berries are ranker an finer growth, having met with no chilling check

from the frost. Care should be taken before the snow comes, to cover any

spots where the snow has blown off. as the neglect will become apparent when

the foliage begins to grow. Oat straw is a light, buoyant covering, not likely to

pack and lie too heavy on the plants.

Does it pay for gardeners to keep pigs ? A neighbor, John Smedly, living

in Nepean, three and a half miles from Ottawa, says, from his experience, that

it does pay. Last season he kept ten in a yard of about an eighth of an acre,

all summer and fall, into which he had deposited over a hundred loads of man-

ure. The pigs kept it well mixed by rooting and added to its value their own

droppings, making it worth double what it would have been had it lain dormant

all the season. After counting the cost of keeping, and what he paid for the

pigs, he realized a fair margin, besides the improvement of his manure. The

experiment is worthy of imitation by any who fancy keeping pigs.

Are we likely to have an overproduction of fruit this year, as to seriously

affect the profits of fruit growing, is a question one is inclined to ask just now.

Everybodv is taking a hand at fruit growing ; many are starting out in the work

of tilling the soil that have got tired of other occupations, many are driven to

the country by the hard times in the cities and towns, thus increasing the nurn-

ber of producers and lessening that of consumers, and that to the extent as to

throw things somewhat out of balance to insure a healthy state of things. In a

time of geieral depression, as at present, all lines of industry suffer more or less,

and it would be a wonder if fruit growing and gardening in general did not feel

the stagnant strean of the times, and prove less lucrative than in ordinary sea-

sons of prosperity. No doubt many who have gone into gardening with little or
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no experience will change into other occupations as soon as possible, leaving the

field to those who are more accustomed to it, and who are in circumstances to

persevere until the present stringency in the money market is past. About

every twenty years there is a tightening up time, when everybody gets very poor

all at once, and those who have money are careful to keep it until a general

relaxation comes, when general confidence is restored and matter flows on in their

usual course. A careful practice of economy and general management viii

enable gardeners and fruit growers to tide over the present year or two and go

on again as usual.

Nepean. 
L- FOoTE.

SMALL VS. LARGE FRUIT FARMS.

ANY Canadian farmers are land poor. They have only a small

capital, their income is smali from all sources, and they cannot

afford to hire many hands, nor to invest much in convenient

a fertilizers. Therefore they spread over a hundred acres of land

the amount of labor and capital that should be devoted to one-

tenth that extent-and in consequence brings no return--it is

spread too thin.

The time is passed when it is only necessary to tickle the soil to reap

golden harvests, even in grain farring ; but, in fruit growing, high cultivation is

still more essential to success. Ten to twenty-five acres of fruit is enough for

most men, who have a very limited capital. Given such a place, well tilled,

and planted with judgment, to such fruits and such variety of fruits as will cer-

tainly pay well, and there is no question concerning the results. There will be

success.

Many buyers of farms think it is a great advantage to secure a farm already

well planted, but oftentimes even an orchard of bearing trees are more an

encumbrance than an advantage, for, of late years, they occupy the ground and

give no crop of fruit. Especially is this the case with certain varieties, and,

therefore, unless one knows what varieties are in an orchard, he rnay find his

purchase a great disappointment.

We would advise our young friends of the O. A. C. and elsewhere, not to

buy too large a farm, unless they have plenty of capital, and plenty of know_

ledge how to use it.

The Dyehouse Cherry, according to a writer in the Rural, is the earliest

cherry, being ten days in advance of Early Richmond; the tree is hardier and

very productive. Compared with the latter variety, it is better flavor, being less

acid.

The Red Jacket gooseberry is aIso counted as " the best grower of ail-

the foliage being perfectly healthy."
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FLOWER BORDERS.

WISH that instead of saying flower-bed we might say flower-border.

Any good place should have its centre open. The sides may be
more or less confined by planting of shrubs and trees and

many kinds of plants. This border-planting sets bounds to

the place, makes it one's own ; it is homelike. The person

lives inside his place, not on it. He is not cramped up and

jostled by things scattered all over the place, with no purpose

or meaning. Along the borders, against groups, often by

the corners of the residence or in front of porches,-these

are places for flowers. When planting, do not aim at designs or effects ; just

Fw. 800.-AN ARTIST's FLOWER BORDER.
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have lots of flowers, a variety of them growing luxuriantly, as if they could not

help it.
I have asked a professional artist, Mr. Matthews, to draw me the kind of a

flower-bed that he likes. It is shown in Fig. Soo, at the beginning of this bul-

letin. It is a border,-a strip of land two or three feet wide along a fence. This

is the place where pig-weeds usually grow. Here he has planted marigolds,

gladiolus, goldenrod, wild asters, China asters, and-best of all-hollyhocks.

Any one would like that flower garden. It has some of that local and indefin-

able charm which always attaches to an " old-fashioned garden," with its exuber-

ant tangle of form and color. Every yard has some such strip of land along a

rear walk or fence or against a building. It is the easiest thing to plant it,-

ever so much easier than digging the hideous geranium bed into the centre of

an inoffensive lawn.
There is no prescribed rule as to what you should put into these flower-

borders. Put in them the plants you like. Perhaps the greater part of them

shouid be perennials, which come up of themselves every spring, and which are

hardy and reliable. Wild flowers. are particularly effective. Everyone knows

that many of the native herbs of woods and glades are more attractive than some

of the most prized garden flowers. The greater part of these native flowers

grow readily in cultivation, somes even in places which, in soil and exposure,

are much unlike their native haunts. Many of them make thickened roots, and

they may be safely transplanted at any time after the flowers have passed. To

most persons, the wild flowers are less known than many exotics which have

smaller ment, and the extension of cultivation is constantly tending to annihilate

them. Here, then, in the informai flower-border, is an opportunity to rescue

them. Then one may sow in freely of easy-growing annuals, as marigolds, China

asters, petunias and phloxes, and the like. One of the advantages of these

borders is that they are always ready to receive more plants, unless they are full.

That is their symmetry is not marred if some plants are pulled out and others

are put in And if the weeds now and then get a start, very little harm is done.

Such a border half full of weeds is handsomer than the average well-kept gera-

nium bed, because the weeds enjoy growing and the geraninms do not. I have

such a border, three feet wide and ninety feet long beside a rear walk. I am

putting plants into it every month in the year when the frost is out of the ground.

Plants are dug in the woods or fields, whenever I find one which I fancy, even

if in July. The tops are cut off, the roots kept moist, and even though the soi

is a most unkindly one, most of these much-abused plants grow. Such a border

has something new and interesting every month of the growing season ; and even

in the winter the tall clumps of grasses and aster-stems wave their plumes above

the snow, and are a source of delight to every frolicksome bevy of snowbirds.-

BAILEV, in Cornell Bulletin, No. 90.
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CACTUS NOTES.

7EEnext corne to the Globular, or " -ledgehog " cacti, con-
sisting of Echinocacti, Echinocereus, Echinopsis and Mam-
llaria. The other classes, Melocactus and Pelecyphora

cannot be successfully grown by amateurs, and are not
worth considering in these notes. But the four classes
named above are the gems of the Cacti fancier, as they
comprise many of the quaintest and most handsome of
plants. The Echinocacti are a large class, over 200 varie-
ties being cultivated, and new ones are frequently found.
Sonie grow up very large ; a specimen of Visnaga, 9 feet in

height, 91 feet in circumference, and weighing a ton, was
taken to Kew Gardens, England, while others never attain
a size of over an inch or two in diameter. They are gen-
erally ribbed, spines in clusters on the ribs, which are

usually proninent. A few are separated into tubercles like the Mammillaria ;
fiowers near the top or centre ; and large in comparison to the size of the plant.
many of them remain open for days. Their cultivation is simple ; they do not
require as strong a soil as Phyllocactus ; made porous with sand, suficient water
when growing, little, if any, in winter, sunlight at ail tines-they will not bloom
unless placed in the sun. We can only mention a few of the most desirable and
best known. Grusoni or The Golden Cactus (named after Gruson, a manufac-
turer in Madgeburg, Germany, who is said to have the fînest collection of
cacti in Europe), is generally perfectly globular in shape, its golden-colored,
almost transparent spines, closely resembling a bail of gold. This is a plant that
is always admired by every one; a specimen 18 inches in diam2ter was the
centre of attraction, and the gem of
the collection in the Mexican exhi-
bit, at the World's Fair, in Chicago;
small plants are equally handsome,
and excellent gîowers and never
troubled with insects. Cornigerus
or Horn-bearing, another very hand-
some plant; ridges, prominent spines

in clusters, the centre one flat and
tongue like, curved at the end, the
broadest spine of any cactus ; purp'e
in color and as strong as iron, other
spines round and strong, a good
grower and excellent bloomer; fiow-
ers purple and not very large. Cap
ricornis, one of the most peculiar
Iooking, with eight thin prominentF-
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ridges, spineless, except for a few long flexible ones near the top, thickly
covered with small white spots, a good grower and bloomer; flowers yellow
and large, a very satisfactory plant. Cylandraceus
has spines two to three inches long, interlacing and
completely covering the plant; blood read in color
especially when wet ; flowers yellow in color and
easily produced. Horizonthalonius, with nine to
ten thick prominent ridges, spines in clusters in
centre of ridges look like spiders ; an excellent
bloomer; flowers purple, very handsome. Longe-
hamatus, with spines from three to six inches long,
a rapid grower and good bloomer; fiowers yellow.
Multicostatus, one of the most singular, with from
ninety to one hundred and twenty ribs twisted in
every direction, few spines ; flowers white with a
purple stripe in centre. Setispinus, the best bloom-
er of all ; fiowers large yellow with a red circle in- - 802.

KIG. 802. -MNAMILL.AIA.side ; ribs numerous, spines hooked. Texensis,
The Devil's Pin-cushion, round and flat, slightly depressed in the centre; flowers
large, yellowîsh-rose and fringed.

These are a few of the best known of this rich and varied class sclected
from the writer's own plants, but many of
the others are equally desirable. The Echi-
nocereus are botanically different from the
last described class, but an amateur night
have difficulty in deciding between them as
in all principal points they are similar,
globose, ridged and spiny, though the spines
are generally smaller and finer ; they require
sinilar cultivation, soil, watering, etc.

The varietios are not so numerous, but
are all good bloomers, E. C. Candicans is
probably the best known, and few handsomer
plants can be found, covered with a network
of spines so close that they can be handled
without trouble, and varying in color from
cream to red, forming rings of color round the
plant from which it derives its naine of Rain-
bow Cactus, a free bloomer ; flowers magenta,
shading to white, are unsurpassed. E. C. Pec-
tinatus is one of the best bloomers; flowers
three to four inches across, spines white, coin-

Fîc. 803.- MINOCEREs.
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pletely covering the plant. There are rnany more of this class, all desirable
The Echinopsis are different from either of the other two classes, and more
common, but are all good growers and bloomers, generally pear-shaped ; spines.
fewer, shorter and softer, flowers lower on the plant than the others, with a long

Fu. 801. -MAMILLARIA.

stcin. Eryisis, a splendid night bloomer ; flowers four inches across, richly
fragrant ; a double flowered variety of this is even more desirable. Mulleri, a
new and splendid plant, flowers open every day for a week, fragrant. All strong
growers, making good roots and producing offsets freely : are readily propagated
but if you want flowers keep the offsets rubbed off. With their shiny green coat,
not hidden by spines, they are always handsome and satisfactory plants.

CACTUS CRAN K.

Cyclamens. -When the corms are laid up dry for any time they sustain a
loss of vitality which prevents them making more than a spasmodic effort to
grow, throwing out a few leaves, and then remaining stationary. The right way
to treat old bulbs is to water only when dry after flowering until the foliage dies
away i then bed themi out during the summer, or else shake all the old soit
away, and re-pot in free soil with plenty of white sand in it. Give good
drainage, and stand the pots where they can be shaded from hot sun, allowing
the soi to dry out between each watering. This will cause them to break
regularly and strongly, and as' they advance in growth they may be watered more
freely. By late autumn the soil in the pots will be full of roots, and the buds
will be abundantly formed over the plants.-Pop. Gardening.

J
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±1 foies a (?or)îrergg.
GRADING SPECINIEN FRuIr -Sometime ago a scale for sizing specimens of

apples for descriptive purposes was given in this Journal. This scale is useless
for any fruit beside the apple, and something more general is needed. In our
own Ontario Fruit Experiment Stations it has been proposed to give the
extreme length and the extreme breadth of ail fruit in inches.

In a letter of the 3rd prox., from T. T. Lyon, South Haven, Mich., Pres-
sident of the Michigan Horticultural Society, he writes on the subject as follows :

" In the matter of grading specimen fruits-I sometime since proposed to
Pomologist S B. Heiges, to take the medium between the vertical and trans-

V -*- Tverse dianeters of a specimen ( d- ) as the measure of size. He did a little
experimental measuring upon that plan ; and reports that in some cases, giving
the sane diameter when determined as above, there was a real difference of bulk
of full 5o% as measured by the displacement of water. Therefore I surrendered
at once.

I admit that the displacement of water would be an accurate measure of
size. But I claim that the value of a specimen, for any usefu/purpose, is more
exactly expressed by its weight. For ihis reason, and for the reason also that
few persons would be likely to provide themselves with the needful graduated
vessel for measuring size by the displacement of water, I propose to drop sire
from the list, and to substitute weig/i in ounce:, in the description of specimens,
since scales are readily accessible to every one.

True, this would be a rather wide departure from a universal practice ; and
yet weigat will always supply a ready means of approximately determining size
when needful. It is intended to describe by weight in our next bulletin.
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NETTING FOR PROTECTION OU FRt IFr FROM BiRDs.-In rcply to our inquiry

Mr. lenry R. Boardley, of Lowestoft, England, writes as follows regarding gar-
den netting : " I have on hand a very large stock of the sizes given below, as per
sample piece enclosed. It is a second-hand article, but strong and thoroughly
repaired ; the prices are free on board cars here for cash :

i oo yards long i yard wide, £1, 6s. 3 d. per rooo yards, 2s. 7yd,

100 2 " £2 12s. 6d. " 5s. 3 d.
100 3 " Î3 18s. 9 d. " 7s. 4 6d.

50 " 6 " £7 7s. 7d. " 7s. 4yId.

50 4 " 65 5s. od. " 5s. 3 d.
Or any lengths or widths you may require at proportionate prices. 2 /2

for cash for orders amounting to (50 worth and upwards.
Persons who are badly troubled with birds could use this netting to excel-

lent advantage, covering the tree or bush completely.

EXTRAORI>INARY SALE OF APPLES5.-Messrs Hart and Tuckwell state that

on May 22 they made a most extraordinary sale of apples. Two barrels werc
sold at the almost fabulous price of $25.oo per barrel. The variety was named
Iongevity, and these were the first two barrels of this kind ever sold in Canada.
The apples were exceedingly fine samples, somewhat resembling Cooper's Mar-
ket. They were grown' by Dr. Young, of Adolphustown, Ont.

GERANIUMS FOR WINTER BLOOM1ING.-Prepare the plant in July or August,

by nipping off the tops to make the growth strong. Take up about September,
pot and replace in the bed, thus retaining the appearance in the beds. Take up
when in danger of freezing, and they will bloom about Christmas. So says Prof.
Fletcher, of the Central Experiment Station, Ottawa.

THE HoiTICULTURIsTs' RULE BooK.--A compendium of useful infor-

mation for fruit growers, truck gardeners, florists and others, by L H. Bailey.
Third edition, revised and extended. Published by MacMillan & Co., New
Vork, 1895. Price 75 cents.

This is a book which we can confidently commend to every gardener. Il
contains the very information which he always wants, and never knows just
where to find. Insecticides, fungicides, injurious insects, plant diseases, seed
tables, plant tables, computation tables, rules, etc., are fully treated in a book of
over 300 pages. Our subscribers will note that we are offering it to subscribers
in place of a plant during the summer months, for 25 cents additional to sub-
scription.

'['HF RUSSIAN BAIDwIN.-1)r. Hoskins, of Newport. Vt., writes concern-
ing this apple : " It is proving to be a promising orchard apple with me, and I
think well worth extensive production in the northern New England States and
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Canada, if not elsewhere. " The Rural New Yorker .as said of it: " Equal to
the Baldwin at its best." Mr. R. W. Shepherd thinks very highly of it. The
single original tree is yet quite small, nine years planted, but it has borne large
crops for its size for the past four years, and at the same time made good growth.
As yet it is in its experimental stage. Of course, it may under other conditions
fail to justify its present promise. A great disappointment has been felt all over
the cold north that so few of the Russian apples have shown keeping qualities
adequate to the demands of trade. Here seems to be an exception.

MR. E. B. STEVENSON, of Lowville, our special experimenter in straw-
berries, writes "The frost caught us badly. Some of my extra early varieties,
such as VanDeman, Beder Wood and Cyclone, began to bloom on May 6th and
7th, and some were set quite a size when the frost came May 13th, and killed
everything in sight, even the leaves of many of them and the fruit stalks. A
good many have sent up a second lot of fruit stalks, which may ripen late.
The second bloom was frorn May 22nd to June 3rd, and some as late as June
6th and 7th. We have nothing nearly ripe yet, June i2th. I have made a
number of important crosses again this spring. I have used Woolverton and
Clyde with which to fertilize. I have some fine young plants of Timbrell crossed
with Marshall, also with Brandywine. I feel sure that my varieties are true to
niame, as in almost every case I get my plants from the originator or introducers.
I have some fifty new ones this spring. As soon as possible I will send outlines
and noter concerning new varieties for this journal.

THE FRUIT PROSPECTS.

There is much to encourage the fruit grower this season, notwithstanding
the thinning of the crops by frost and drouth. The dry weather of May and
J une has prevented the various fungi from germinating, and, in consequence, the
Province of Ontario is favored with the finest fruit of every kind ever produced.
The Red Astracan, Early Harvest, Greening and Cranberry Pippin, among
apples, are producing abundantly ; the same may be said of the Flemish Beauty
pear, while the Duchess and the Bartlett have very little fruit. The following
reports from our Directors will serve to give our readers a very correct idea of
the fruit prospects.

Wr. W. E. WELLINGTON, Toronto, representing York, Ontario and Peel, writes:
"In South Ontario, prospects at this date (June 20th) are good for apples. The crop
will be a good average; the fruit has set well and the foliage looks heaIthy. Fears and
cherries look well and will be a good crop. Plums were seriously damaged by the last
frost, and will not be much of a crop. B lackberries and raspberries promise very weli,
providing there is rain. Grapes were eut by the frost. The first blossoms of strawberries
were destroyed, but there would be a good average crop were it not for the drougiht.
Everything depends on rain for these small fruits.

" In York, prospects for apples are very fair. Small fruits were danaged by frost,
and there *ill be only a fair crop of pears, plums ani cherries. At present tie outlook for
apples is iL little above t hie average.
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" lI Peel, there will be no early apples ; winter apples will be average. Cherries, half
crop ; pears and plums-none. Gooseberries and red currants, half crop; no black cur-
rants. Raspberries nîearly all destroyed by frost. Early strawberries, none ; medium and
late, fair, but rain needed very badly.'

Nla. Trios. BEALL, of Lindsay, representing the Counties of Durham, Northumber-
land, Peterbero' and Victoria, writes : " Judging froin the reports I have received fromu
all sides respecting the fruit crop, I think we rmay now safely say from present indications
that the crop of autumn applies will be a good average. Winter varieties about half a îrop.
Pears, of all varieties grown here-excepting Flemish Beanty--is nearly a total failure,
but the Flemishi Beauty, which is growrn to a considerable extent in this district, promises
to be an unusually large crop where the trees have been carefully sprayed. Where ni
sprayed, the " scab " in many places will destroy the crop. Plums are nearly a total
failure. Cherries are but little grown here. Strawberries are a failure to a great extent
fou lack of rain. Gooseberries and currants promise an average crop if we have rain soon."

MR. 1. G. WHYTE, of Ottawa, representing Lanark, Renfrew, Russell and Carleton,
writes "Since ny last report on our fruit prospects, we can better estimate the anat
of danmage by frost, which is nuch greater than it appeared to be then. Apples still
promise a good crop. Pluins alnost a total failure, except our native red, which promises
about half the average. Grapes in mnost localities will be a great failure, particularly in
low grouînds and where trained near the earth. In ny garden nearly all the young shoots
up to three feet above the ground were destroyed, while those above that esaped.
Gooseberries have been more injured than expected last month. Downing will not be
more than one-fifth of a crop ; Houghton not nuch better. Smitli's Improved a total
faiture. Sone of the Englisi varieties promise a fair crop. Red and white currants have
suffred more severely than was apparent a month ago ; they have dropped from the bunch
so badly as to reduce the crop 25 per cent. Raspberries were sonewhat severely winter
kiiled, but promise a fine crop, particularly Black-caps and Sheffer. Strawberries are
conming in well; those in blossom at time of frost were a good deal injured, but the later
berries are doing weli, and are a good erop."

Ma. A. M. SMITH, of St. Catharines, represenîting the Niagara Peninsula, writes
I don't think there is mnuci change to niake in last report. Lake Shore peaches fair, back
a Mile or two light. Plumas, pears, cherries and apples about half crop. Grapes two-
thirds on lake, on mountain gole. Dry weather with frost lias cut strawberries short.
Raspberries will be short without rain soon. lBlackberries full.

MR. GEoRE NICOL, of Kingston, representing Leeds, Grenville, and Frontenac,
writes :-Apples and pears, fron present appearances, promise a fair crop, fully equal to
last season. Siall fruits have siffered nost front the late frosts, and are suffering now
front drought. Strawberries not more than half crop.

MR. L. CrsAPil, of Brantford, representing Elgin, Brant, Oxford and Norfolk, writes:
-The frost ef May has done more (lainage than was at first realized. Reports fromt dif-
ferent parts of this section comre, saying plunis, pears, cherries and grapes all gone. Apples
very scarce indeed, but what few reurain at the present time promise to be a good samnple.
Grapes are sending ont fruit the second tiame, but may be destroyed by early frost.

Ma, W. M. Oaa, of Fruitland, representing Wellington, Waterloo and Halton,
reports apples about Burlington slightly below the average ; peara liglit, plums below
average ; grapes half an average, owimg ta the frost. About Guelpih, apples, pears and
plimnus very scarce, few blossoîns escaping the frost ; sour cherries a quarter of a crop -
grapes a comrplete failure, vines even killed by the May frost in many cases. Small fruits
badly dainaged, and few left. About Ancaster, apples look well. and sample good ; pears
half a crop. About Fruitland, apples better than for years, pears below average, peaches
searce, plurms average, raspberries never looked better. All trees and vinles unusually
healthy.

MR. STANLEY SPILLETT, our gooseberry specialist in Simcae Conîty, writes ;-The
hard frost in May- so hard that ice forrned half air inch thick-did scarcely any danage
to large fruits, except cherries, whici will be 50 % of a crop. Snrall fruits were nearly as
fortunate; strawberries 99 % of a full crop. Ve have picked 230 baskets fromt 12, say,
rods, without any perceptible iecrease in numbers on the vines. Waut of rain just now
is goimg to eut the last pickings down considerably. Bubach and Stamen No. 2 stand the
drought well, so does Williams: Haverland suifers mrost. The first two have Jone admnir-
ahly. Proximnity to the lake, probably, affects us favorably here in cases of frost. Curi-
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rants falling badly at present ; raspberries promise great things, but if drought continuesmuuch longer, will suffer ; but where cultivation has been attended to, they will stand apretty liard racket of drought. Strawberries in hills permit closer cultivation and standdrought hetter than moatted rows. Gooseberries suffered nost from IMay frost ; they cameout in spring without the loss of a twig and bloomed most profusely ; even the nurseryrows taken froin the mounds this spring were a Rss of bloon, but only 30 % of a full cropsurvived the frost, and this fruit is altogether in the centre of the bushes. Neglect toprune had a reward for once. Many of the one-year bushes received for " ExperimentalAdvt., were poorly rooted. The severe drought of last sumumer was not favorable forlayerin and quite a few have died in spite of all the petting I could give, even to water-mug. Twoyear old plants are growiug rapidly. Se far, Red Jacket seems to have the
lead, it is irmnenselv vigorous ; Chautauqua and Queen good second. No sign of mildewto this date ; both fungicides seen to be equally efficacious. In mounding up my goose-berries last summer, I used nitrate of soda im the hills, with the result that many of themiounds had to be undermined and jarred with the end of a blunt stake to get them apart.

MR. T. FI. RAcE, representing Perth and Middlesex, writes :-Reports received justifythe conclusion that there is practically no fruit in this district, except late apples. Straw-
berries are no crop, raspberries will amount to nothing, currants not a quarter crop, goose-berries all gone except some of the snaller varieties, cherries only here and there a few onsome sheltered tree, and pluins and pears nothing. All the surmer apples, including theDuchess, have dropped off ; Colverts are showing a few, Talman Sweets a good half crop,and Baldwins, Ribston Pippins, Russets and several other winter varieties are showingvery well. The Grimes Golden is a better crop than last year, so is the King; but about
here it is an ofl'-year with the Northern Spy. On the whole, there will be a good half crop
of late fall and winter apples.

Ma. WM. MICHAEL, representing York and Ontario, writes:-From what I can learn
of the fruit crop in this section, would say winter apples a fair crop, earlier varieties about
half a crop, strawberries about half a crop, raspberries a good crop if the dry weather does
not continue too long; plums, pears and cherries light crop ; grapes were all eut down ly
the frost in Niay, but have cone out agan and are fairly welI loaded with fruit; the foliage
on fruit trees looks well and healthy.

MR W. S. TURNER, representing Stormont, Dundas, Glengary and Prescott, writes
-I should have written you sooner, but could not get replies in time. The fruit prospects
are as follows, which you will see does not vary much from my former report :-Apples,varied reports; lu some parts the damage by the heavy frosts were very serious, in fact,
almost disastrous ; in other districts, where the irees were apparently spared, the fruit has
dropped. In some other parts, the frosts seened to pass hy the orchards, notably, that of
Mr. Blacklock's, where the spraying experimental tests are being carried on and conducted
hy our own Mr. Pettit and his staff. Plums a failure, almost total loss; grapes half a crop,other snall fruits with the exception of strawberries one-third of a crop. Strawberries
were not far enough advanced to he seriously injured by the frosts, but the dry weather is
serionslyjnjuring the crop.

| Qùç<iorp 3)raLor. &-

Dandelions.

717. SIt,--How can I get dandelions out of my lawn ?
A. B. C., Iroquois.

We know no better plan, than cutting them out an inch or two below the
surface of the ground, a laborious task, it is true. Constant mowings with the
lawn rnower will keep them under control.
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Letter from Portage la Prairie.

SR,-I an anxious to try sone of the Iardiest of apple and plum seeds in this section.
Already I have soie seedling apples which are doing well, My gooseberries were growing
too much to wood, so this spring I scraped the rich black prairie soil away from the bushes
and put sand in its place, cutting around the roots, and now they are loaded with fruit,
both English and American varieties. My currants are splendid, both black, white and
red. i have over two thousand currant hushes. Raspberries and wild pluis are a failure
here. I have been here fourteen years and have quite a large garden. I an planting one
pound of onion seed, one pound carrot seed, one pound heets, besides peas, beans, corn and
other staff. I have already about fourteen acres of turnips. I have two thousand cabbage
ami five thousand celery plants yet to plant. i think that people who do not grow a large
quantity of sinall fruits, make a great inîstake.

JOHN PARKINSoN, Portage la Prairie, Man

Our Report Appreciated.

Sia, -- The Governor-General desires me to thank you for kindly sending him the inter-
esting and valuable Reports of the Fruit Growers' Association of Ontario, whieh His
Excellency will peruse with care and attention, and which cannot fail to be of great prac-
tical use. I remain, yours faithfully,

W. T. G. HEWE;T, Priv. Sec.
Gorernment louse, Ottawa, May 25, 1895.

Oùî 00oj Tabl<.
BULLETIN 22, Central Experiniental Farni, is devoted to raspberries, and contains

much interesting information for planters, concerning varieties.
BULLETIN 23, Central Experimental Faria, is devoted to Spraying, Injurious Insecte,

etc. Both these bulletins are prepared by Mr. John Craig.
INSECT FoEs AND How TO DESTROY THEM is the titie of a renarkably convenient

book for fruit growers and farmera, published by the author, Prof. J. Hoyes Pantoin, of
the Ontario Agricultural College, Guelph. The book contains 85 pages, giving a brief
description of the insects affecting the apple, the pear, the plum, peach, snall fruits and
vegetables, with a remedy for each. No book that we know of covers so msuch ground for
so little imoney as this one ; and the naine of its author, Prof. Panton, should give alil our
readers confidence in its merits. Price 30 cents. It nay be ordered through this office.

M. J. HsiNRY's Catalogue of Fruit and Ornainental trees, Vancouver, B. C.
WHOLESALE CATALOGUE DUTCH BULBS, Hulsebosch Bros., Overveen, Holland, and

Englewood, N. J.
PaizE LisT of Canada's Great Fair and Industrial Exhibition, Toronto, Sept. 2 to 14,

18915.
INSE("S ANis INsECTICIDrEs's. A practical manual concerning noxious insects and the

methods of preventing their injuries. By Clarence M. Weed, U.C.S., Professor of Zoology
and Entomology, New Hampshire College of Agriculture. Well illustrated, Price $1.50,
This is the second revised edition and a very useful book for the fruit grower. It bas been
prepared purposely for the fariner, the fruit grower, floriculturist and liousekeeper, and
has drawn upon all previously published works on insecte, in order to mneet the purpose for
which it is written. It forias an admirable handbook, and any fariner or fruit grower who
buys this book will find that his money bas been well invested. The practicai directions
in this work are brief and to the point, and the descriptions of insects are the saîme, whieh
is an advantage to the busy fariner.



To Unpaid Subscribers.
Knowing that it is not always convenient for our members

to renew in time for our Annual Plant Distribution, and that
some may prefer a book, we offer the following inducements for
renewals :

i. Subscribers paying $i for one year's membership of our
Association are entitled to receive-

(a) The Journal for one year.
(b) A bound copy of the Annual Report, containing also

the First Annual Report of the Fruit Experiment Stations. and
the Report of the Entomological Society of Ontario, and either

(c) One plant, " Golden Bell" Abutilon, or
(d) A copy of Terry's A B C of Strawberry Culture.

2. Subscribers paying $2 for two years' membership are
entitled to receive (a) and (b) and

(e) The binding of any volume of the Canadian Horticul-
turist.

Or for an extra 25c. a copy of Prof. Bailey's Horticulturists'
Rule Book, revised edition ; a perfect encyclopedia of informa-
tion for the practical fruit grower. This book is not given as a
premium for one years subscription.

Address: L. WOOLVERTON, Sec, Ontario Fruit Growers' Association,
GRIMSBY, ONT.

.........................................................; s
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Reliable Fruit Commission Houses
Terms under this head, one ineh, 3 months for $3.50.

nzanoronW or
Canadian and American Fruit Com-

mission Bouses.
Names and Addresse are charged 25 cents for one

insertion, or $2.W for one year. Advertisers free.
WILL & JONES, 58 & 60 W. Market St. Buffalo, N.Y
W. H. SMITH, 186 and 188 King St. EaSt, Toronto.
WX. NAVEL, 39 and 41 E. Chippewa St., Buffalo, N.Y.

na 0mcroruç or
European Houses Receiuing Apples,

etc., for Sale.
Names and addresses(with cable "taddresa" and code

in brackets) are charged 6/ for on-half yea, or 10/ for
one yea. Adertiaers Frac J. NUeNiT JoxsTON, 21
VItoria Street, Liverpool, authorized agent to receive
eubscriptions and advertisementa ln England.

J. & J. ADAM & 00., Monument Building, London, Eng
Nov lyr.

HENRY THEAKSTONE & CO., 64 Stanley Street,
Liverpool, Enr. - Mar. 8L

R. fLEWITT & Co., SmithBeld Market, Manchester,
("Flewitt," Soattergood.) 12t. July.

A. TAN LOR & SON, 8 Queen Square, Liverpool.
Etabliabsed 1850. (" Apricot " A B C.) July lyr.

J. NUGENT JOHNSTON, 21 Victoria Street, Liver-
pool (" Nugget " Scattergoed's, Fruiterer's.) July lyr.

WOOD, O RMEROD & Co., Edinhurgh, Scotland.
Wood " Edinburgh.)

Woodall & Co., 6 and 8 Temple Court, Liverpool,
("Woodall " Scattergood).

SUBSCRIPTIONS FOR 1895
Have been received 'with the following incon-
plete addresses : - Freeman, $1.00 ; Hani-
Iton, Ap. 25, $1,00.

'TO FRUIT GROWERS.
Please seiid samples of seedling fruits and iof

new fruits, accompanied by a letter giving all
possible information regarding origin, age,
productiveness, hardiness, and present con-
dlitions and surroundings Of tree or plant, to
Mr. John Craig, Horticulturiat, Exporimtental
Farma, Ottawa. These can all go by MAr,
postage free. D. W.

Chairmun Commiafee on New Ernit.

EDINBURGH, SCOTLAND.

Wood, Ormerod & Co.
FRUIT MEROHANTS

Sottet conslgnmenta of chutce apples, via Gisssgow
or Leith. Pereotaal attention given to each shipment,
choiee ptoduce a'specality,

Rrwsuamcs-The National Bank of Scotland, High St.,
Edinburgh.

Oct. 95.

Don't do it!
Don't give your orders to tree agents till

you see at what price you can get trees direct
from the DOMINION NURSERIES.

Catalogue and price list now ready and sent

FREE on application.

SPECIALTIES-PrincesM Louise Apple, Pearl
Gooseberry, Abundance Plum.

A. M. SMITH,
? Dominion Nurseries,

St. Catharines, Ont.

EsvtAnu 187. TxLunenora 5b3

WILLIAM NAVEL,
Produce Commission Merchant

DEALER IN

Poultry, Game, Butter, Eggs and Cheese,
Fruits and Produce of all Kinda.

39 & 41 E. CHI PPEWA ST B ffalo N.Y.
OPP. WASNINGTON MARKET.

REFERENcR ~ Merchants' Bank, Dun and Bradstreet.

The OId Reliable Commission Mâous.

W. H. SMITH,
186 and 188 King Street East,

Toronto, Ont.
Established 21 Years at the above Address.

Consignments of Fruits and Eggs, Butter,
Poultry, Cheese, Lard, Pork, etc., solicited.
Satisfaction Guaranteed. -Advice of Sales
Daily. Remittance mnade Weekly.

RF EREncE by permisaioh Dominion Bank
Market Branch, and the Trade generally.

Send for Shipping Labels before the rush
commiences.

JACOB E. LEWIS
Member of Produce Exchange

Wholesale Commission Merchant
Handles everythinag in Produce line, alsn

Shipper of all kinds of Fruits,

165 Scott Street, Elk Street Market
BUFFALO, N.Y.

Telegraphie Address-Wol, Edinhurgh I Referenees - Bradstreet, Dun J Co , Bank of Bujalo.

DUDLEY a eURNS PRINTERS


